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OCTOBER 13, 2013 SPEAKER 
 

 
 

   VICKI DEARMON   
 

Come hear Vicki DeArmon, Director of 

Marketing and Events at Copperfield’s Books, 

discuss how to schedule, prepare and perform at a 

bookstore event so that it is a positive experience 

for you and the audience. She will give examples 

of past events that were both successful and 

unsuccessful. 

Vicki DeArmon is the Marketing & Events 

Director at Copperfield’s Books, booking and 

overseeing hundreds of events for all seven stores. 

She got her start nearly 30 years ago in the book 

business at age 26, when she founded Foghorn 

Press, an outdoor and recreation book publisher in 

San Francisco. Since then she has produced a huge 

assortment of events – from an author bungee 

jumping with media to celebrate the publication of 

California Thrill Sports to the San Francisco Book 

Festival. This year she authored World’s Ugliest 

Dogs: The Official World’s Ugliest Dog Contest 

Book. 
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REDWOOD WRITERS OCTOBER 

SALON 

A Harvest of Stories 
 
Date: Wednesday, October 16, 2013 

Time: 6:30 - 9:30 p.m. 

Place: Santa Rosa  
   

Join in the harvest! Bring a story to share. 

Readings are up to five minutes.  All members are 

welcome. Please RSVP regarding registration, 

readings, directions, and potluck dinner, contact 

Sher Gamard at gmard@redshift.com  
 
 

For a new column on 

children's literature 

go to page 7!  

mailto:gmard@redshift.com
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Do you enjoy writing poetry?  If so, the Poetry Contest is just for you.  Poems must be 32 lines or less.  All 

poems must be previously unpublished.  No online or self-published poems will be accepted. Residents of 

Sonoma, Napa,  Marin, Solano, Lake and Mendocino counties are eligible to enter. Winners will be 

announced at the January 12, 2014 Redwood Writers meeting. For more information, see the flyer at the end 

of the newsletter. 

Attention! Volunteer Positions Needed! 
 

Sandy Baker and Thonie Hevron are hard at work organizing the Redwood Writers conference scheduled for 

April 26, 2014. Only two more volunteer positions are open for this one-time commitment: Ad sales and 

Grant writer. Ad sales are solicited from the public for our program. Most sponsors from previous years are 

eager to participate again so the workload is light. Grant writer is also a minimal effort. We have one, and 

possibly a second grant request for student attendance. If you are interested in either of these projects, 

contact either Sandy Baker at sandybaker131@gmail.com or Thonie Hevron at pigtales@sbcglobal.net. 

-Thonie Hevron 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Lynda McDaniel 

Kathy Myers 

Ariella Popple 

Janet Wentworth 

Lou Miller 

Teresa Hennessy 

Good News for Poets 
 

We received 191 submissions from 48 Redwood 

Writers.  How cool is that!  The beat will most 

definitely go on!  Poets will hear back from the 

Editorial Team in December. 

 

Catharine Bramkamp 

Editor - Poetry Anthology 
 

The YWCA Sonoma County presents its fourth annual “Changing Hurt to 

Hope: Writers Speak Out Against Domestic Violence” event, a series of four 

Thursday nights of public readings during October in honor of Domestic 

Violence Awareness Month. Readers will present their own memoir, poetry 

and fiction. The dates and venues are Oct. 3 at General’s Daughter/Ramekins, 

400 West Spain Street in Sonoma; Oct. 10 at Sutter Health, 3883 Airway 

Drive, Suite 300, Santa Rosa; Oct. 17 at the Cloverdale Arts Alliance Gallery, 

204 North Cloverdale Boulevard in Cloverdale; and the Sebastopol Center for 

the Arts, 282 South High Street, Sebastopol. All of the readings open at 6:30 

p.m. with a reception; the events begin at 7 p.m. Wine, beverages and hors 

d’oeuvres will be provided. Free. For more information, contact Michelle 

Wing at (707) 478-1460 or wingpoet@gmail.com.  

 

 

mailto:sandybaker131@gmail.com
mailto:pigtales@sbcglobal.net
mailto:wingpoet@gmail.com
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MESSAGE FROM A VICE PRESIDENT 

A CLEARING 

By Amanda McTigue 

 

   I’m looking out at the meadow behind our house—a miracle really.  

I live in a town with the best intentions. Everywhere here, high-density housing self-

assembles like Legos. With multi-story developments rising in each of the four directions, 

the horizon has been lost. We see it when we drive far west or north, but here in town it’s, “Mountains? 

What mountains?” We speak of landscapes as if they were actually gone: “Once upon a time, beyond that 

Shopping-Palooza, there were fields…” 

And all for the best intentions. People want to live in a good place and this is a good place. So we make 

room for them. We welcome them. We become them. And things get crowded.  

Hence the miracle of a meadow. This ain’t no fancy neighborhood where I live. We simply wound up 

next to folks who’ve been planning a horse pasture—for years—that has yet to see a horse. Miracle.  

I’ve lived much of my life in apartments whose view was a parking lot or roadway and there’s plenty to 

look at in such settings—lots of traffic. But there’s little surprise. You don’t look up to find Mr. Fox pit-

patting (always alone and quite dainty) between the sharp stalks of the mown meadow. You don’t get the 

Misfits—a band of two adolescent male deer, each with only one antler, trailing two toddler fawns. What’s 

the story? Where’s the mom? What happened to those antlers? 

We need our meadows, we writers. We need our clearings so that surprising things can come through. In 

the clamor of editing and publishing and promotion, we need to create some space/time where all is 

welcome and nothing expected. Where our job is to wait and watch and when things wander through, to 

write that down.  

Sometimes the best work we can do is not writing. Better to seed. To tend roots. To banish nosy 

neighbors who want to poison a bramble (filled with berries!) that, to them, looks unsightly. To secure 

fences against marauding dogs. Always, to quiet things. That’s what foxes like.  

And when critters come—peeking in from the edges of the woods, darting across before we can even 

see what they are—if we don’t scare them, galloping, swinging our lassos, they’ll come back. There are 

seasons here when it’s just the blue jay and me. Others when it’s Grand Central Station. When feral cats face 

off with plume-ificent turkeys. When hawks and kites argue in the pines.  

A clearing. This I wish for every writer. Protected. Apart. For ten minutes maybe. At a kitchen table, 

say. Free of all but the nothingness of a blank or blank-ish page. Quiet: no negative voices. Shielded from 

the worthy, expansionist projects we call life.  

I’ve learned from my meadow. When the horses eventually come—and they will, bringing feed trucks 

and stables—I’ll make a little space of my own. I’ll close my eyes and clear my mind. The most amazing 

things will visit when I do.  
 

Ordering merchandise online? Remember to go through our website www.redwoodwriters.org to order 

with many major merchants such as Amazon, Macy's, Apple, Expedia, Crate & Barrel, Toys R Us, and 

other stores. Shopping in the eScrip program does not cost you, the customer, anything. Once you are 

signed up, and you shop at one of the merchants that are in the eScrip Program, the donation to 

Redwood Writers will be automatic. These merchants have agreed to donate to help non-profits. The 

money is waiting for us to claim!You don't have to be a registered eScrip user and Redwood Writers 

gets 1 to 16% of your order from 1,000 name brand merchants without any additional cost on your part. 

Go to www.redwoodwriters.org and click the eScrip button on the left side of the page and follow the 

instructions! 

http://www.redwoodwriters.org/
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MEMBER IN THE SPOTLIGHT 

 Kent Sorenson  
aKent  

 
By Arletta Dawdy   

 

To introduce Member in the Spotlight,  Kent W. 

Sorensen, I draw from his self-description:  “… I 

used to reside on the left side of my brain, working 

eighty to a hundred hours a week while traveling 

around the globe and running companies in 

biotechnology and international housing... I decided 

to leave the analytical world and jump over to the 

right side of my brain and into the lush gardens of 

creativity.” 

What has emerged is a man of multiple talents 

who is an author, a photographer, a book cover 

designer and advisor. In 2012, Sorensen published 

The Dark Horse of Shanghai, an adventure/thriller 

novel he describes as cultural fiction. Influenced by 

writers Lisa See, Khaled Hosseini and Arthur 

Golden, Kent’s outlook on life and inspiration to 

write stem from his deep roots to family and 

community. His soon to be published novel, The 

Jutaku Affair, chronicles the aftermath of the 1995 

Kobe earthquake in Japan. The story reveals a 

surprising twist in the role of the feared Yakuza 

mafia in providing aid to the survivors. 

Raised free of bigotry and disrespect of other 

cultures, Kent has a life philosophy that is positive -

- always looking for the good in a person or 

whatever the day may bring his way. His world-

view comes through clearly and with great beauty in 

slice-of-life vignettes that have found places in 

several Redwood Writers contests and anthologies. 

His latest, “A Piece of Chalk,” was selected for 

publication in the Redwood Writers Anthology 

2013: Beyond Boundaries. 

Kent’s creativity has shown itself in a growing 

portfolio of photographs from many areas of the  

the world including the wine country and the 

northwest. His ability to capture light is awesome. 

In his portraits, including RW members for their 

websites and covers, he finds and conveys the true 

essence of the person. Kent’s photograph of his 

friend Curtis (grandson of FDR) was selected to 

hang in the Franklin D. Roosevelt Presidential 

Library and Museum in Hyde Park, New York. 

You can see his work at www.fineartamerica.com 

or on iStockphoto and Shutterstock. 

A newer venture for Kent is found in his book 

cover design work. Easy to work with, Kent is 

committed to give the author the most effective 

cover possible to enhance the appeal of the writer’s 

work. I know since he designed the covers for both 

of my current books. He succeeds very nicely as 

seen on the covers visible on his website: 

www.kentwsorensen.com  

In 2008, Kent moved from Shanghai, China, to 

Sonoma where he presently resides. Several months 

after settling in he joined Redwood Writers and 

was warmly welcomed by the 30 or so members 

who met at Marvin’s Restaurant in Cotati. Since 

then he has admired the work of the organization 

and can easily identify with its motto of, “Writers 

helping writers.” Kent serves on the Board of 

Redwood Writers. 

 

What I'm Reading 
 

A Red Woman Was Crying: Stories from 

Nagovisi, by Don Mitchell. Mitchell uses his 

own years as a social anthropologist among 

these Pacific Islanders to create beautiful fiction 

with a twist – set in the 1960s, the stories are 

narrated in the islanders’ voices, telling about 

the visiting white anthropologist. A fascinating 

read. -Michelle Wing  

http://www.fineartamerica.com/
http://www.kentwsorensen.com/
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Here is the beginning of a  quickly put together 

little tale:  

John touched his pocket. He felt the gun. He 

was watching the door across the street. He was 

worried that orders were mixed up again. He was 

nervous. 

What’s wrong with that? A lot. But the most 

glaring problem is the sentence patterns. 

Subject-Verb. Subject-Verb.  John touched. He 

watched. He worried.  

This type of writing can get monotonous to 

read, giving off a drone-like quality. Varied 

sentence patterns will bring new life and rhythm to 

your writing.  

Subject-Verb-Object is a natural English 

sentence structure and it’s reasonable that we would 

gravitate to that sentence style. But the language 

also has several ways to mix up the sentences. Let’s 

look at some of the ways we can. 

Subordinate clauses: These are incomplete 

sentences that depend on the main clause. Example: 

When John touched his pocket, he felt the gun.  

 Worried that the orders had been mixed up 

again, he nervously watched the door across the 

street. 

Because someone had mixed up the orders on 

the last job, he worried that it was happening again. 

Although he had been waiting since dawn, the 

door stayed tightly closed. 

Combine sentences: Especially when the 

sentences are short and choppy, a good way to 

smooth them out is to combine them.  

Example: He touched his pocket and felt the 

gun. 

When I am writing a first draft, I pay little 

attention to varying sentences patterns. I need to get 

the characters and the projection of the story onto 

the page. It’s later that I begin work on smoothing 
 

out the language. Until you have the basic story, 

there is no need to attempt varying sentence 

patterns. It’s rather like editing the first draft for 

grammar, spelling and punctuation—not very 

helpful when you know you are going to change a 

lot of the draft. 

Some writers are blessed in that they write  

naturally with varied sentences. I seldom do, but I 

am improving. Sometimes it comes naturally. This 

does not mean, however, that all sentences should 

begin with a subordinate clause. Subject-verb 

sentences are part of the variation. 

Your challenge: Take the short little 

paragraph below and vary some of the sentences. 

Julia wanted to make a special dinner for her 

husband. She bought steaks. She baked potatoes. 

Joe liked apple pie. She was going to make a pie. 

She had never made a pie before. 

1._________________________ 

2._________________________ 

3._________________________ 
 

So Vary Vary 

 

Part of an occasional 

discussion on writing 

fiction 

 

By Karen Batchelor 
 

Karen Batchelor has published poetry, short stories, 

essays and professional articles. She is co-author of eight 

textbooks, and her novel Murder at Ocean View College 

was published by Houghton-Mifflin in 2006. Her work has 

appeared in Sanskrit, The Contemporary West, Diverse 

Voices Quarterly, Career Education, Wide Open, CWC 

Literary Review, and other literary journals. She won an 

Honorable Mention in a Writers Digest Contest, and was a 

finalist in a Glimmer Train contest in 2008. She also won 

two online contests with wordsfordollars. 

 

Sheldon Siegel Coming to Napa Valley 

Writers!  

 

Date:  October 9, 2013    Time:  6:30-8:30 p.m.   

Place:  Napa River Inn, 500 Main Street, Napa 

CA.  

Cost:  $5.00 for members, $8 for non-members.   

 

Bestselling author, Sheldon Siegel, whose 

new novel, The Terrorist Next Door, will speak at 

the October meeting of Napa Valley Writers.  Mr. 

Siegel, a practicing attorney in San Francisco, has 

included many familiar Napa valley landmarks as 

settings for the stories he creates. 

Details: email napavalleywriters@gmail.com 

or go to http://napavalleywriters.net/.  

 

 

 

mailto:napavalleywriters@gmail.com
http://napavalleywriters.net/
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CWC NorCal Group News: Check out the Excitement! 

By Elaine Webster 

CWC Representative for Redwood Writers 

 

It’s been a couple of years now since I began attending the NorCal Group’s quarterly meetings in 

Oakland. Each time I’m more encouraged about the new and exciting directions we’ve taken.  

The Mission Statement expresses the feel: through exchange, collaboration, and execution of ideas, the 

intent of this group is to further the opportunities for writing and publication to the betterment of branches 

and their members. 

Our Motto adds flavor: excellence through sharing and synergy.  

Yet, it’s the people that drive the organization and each of the twelve Northern California branches 

brings a unique perspective about what it means to manage a writing club in new and creative ways. We get 

together to compare and discuss the nuts and bolts of branch management alongside the intangibles—the 

feel, the energy and commitment of our groups to truly be Writers Helping Writers. What does this mean, 

exactly? To me it’s about community in every sense of the word. We often hear, “It takes a village,” 

bantered about and rolling off tongues. Yet, groups have difficulty recruiting and supporting their 

volunteers—to help them feel fulfilled, needed and wanted. How do we build an atmosphere that perpetuates 

openness and commitment to the individual as well as the group?  

A main topic of the August 3 meeting focused on the development of a second Leadership Conference 

in May of next year. Two years ago, Redwood Writers was paramount in facilitating a similar and highly 

successful event. This time we hope to pull from the large and diverse talent of all twelve branches to bring 

fresh ideas to the table. So stay tuned to hear more about this combined effort soon. 

A discussion about the quality, diversity and growth of our memberships has been a major focus for the 

NorCal Group. The two sectors of most concern at this last meeting were about how to attract more “career 

writers” and “younger generations”.  Opinions varied and no hard fast rules applied, yet the need to expand 

our horizons became more evident with each suggestion and comment. We finally agreed that we will 

continue to brainstorm ideas to expand our writing, marketing and publishing goals with more diversity in 

mind.  

Finally, we’re once again positioned to take an active and more involved approach to next year’s San 

Francisco Writers Conference. We are considering taking our presence up-a-notch by becoming promotional 

sponsors of the event. The arrangements are still in the discussion stage, but be prepared to see the California 

Writers Club logo everywhere around the conference. For more information, please visit their  website at 

http://www.cwcnorcalwriters.org/ 

Sail On! 

BOOK DRIVE for CHILDREN  AGES 0 – 5! 
  

Now through mid-December, donate gently used or new children’s books for the 

Living Room, a Santa Rosa day program for homeless mothers and children. Their 

website is at www.thelivingroomsc.org. 

We're looking for classic children’s books: nursery rhymes, finger plays, folk and 

fairy tales, enduring stories, bilingual books in English and Spanish, and board books, 

all for early childhood, ages 0-5. Deliver books to The Sitting Room Community 

Library, 2025 Curtis Drive, Penngrove, CA (basket on front porch), 

www.sittingroom.org and Copperfields Books, Montgomery Village, 775 Village Ct, 

Santa Rosa, CA.  http://copperfieldsbooks.com/stores/montgomery-village. 

http://www.cwcnorcalwriters.org/
http://www.thelivingroomsc.org/
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KIDLIT CORNER 

 

By Natasha Yim 

Welcome to a new section in the Redwood Writer’s 

newsletter, all about the ins and outs of writing kid 

lit. Each month, I’ll focus on a different aspect of 

writing for children from picture books to Young 

Adult. Do you have a burning question about 

writing children’s books? Send them to Natasha 

Yim at natashayim@natashayim.com and I’ll try to 

answer one or two each month. 

 

PICTURE BOOK DUMMIES--DO YOU 

NEED THEM? 
 

How do you submit a picture book to a 

publisher? Do you need illustrations? A picture 

book dummy? What is a picture book dummy 

anyway? For writers new to the world of writing 

and publishing children’s books, manuscript 

formatting for picture books can be confusing. So, 

just let me clarify a few points. 

First off, unless you’re an accomplished 

illustrator, you do not need to submit illustrations. 

You don’t need to hire an illustrator. If your book is 

accepted for publication, it’s the art director’s and 

editor’s job to match you with an illustrator who 

will magically bring your story to vibrant life. 

That said, picture book dummies are very useful in 

planning your picture book and in the revision 

process. A picture book dummy is a rough mock-up 

of your book. It allows you to lay out and visualize 

how you want the book to look if it were published. 

Where would the page breaks be? Where would the 

illustrations go? It allows you to gauge pacing: do 

some pages look overly text-heavy? Is there enough 

variation of long and short sentences on each page? 

You can assess the illustrability of each scene: 

if there’s not enough going on, or each page is too 

similar in tone (for example, there are three pages 
of your protagonist eating spaghetti and meatballs), 

then the illustrations may not be different enough 

from page to page to engage your reader. 
 

You can also play with “page turns” for your 

book. Do you want some of the pages to have a 

“cliff-hanger” (yes, they do exist in picture books 

albeit on a much simpler and smaller scale) so the 

child is eager to turn the page or will be rewarded 

with a little surprise on the next page? A good 

example of a picture book with “cliff-hanger” page 

turners is Deborah Ruddell’s Who Said Coo?, 

illustrated by Robin Luebs.    

To understand picture book dummies, you must 

also understand the basic layout and construction of 

a picture book. The average picture book is 32 

pages, which doesn’t mean 32 pages of printed text 

because you have to leave room for front and back 

matter which includes your copyright and Library 

of Congress page with the ISBN numbers, title 

page, acknowledgement page etc. 

Here are two sites that give good explanations 

of the basic construction of a picture book: Editorial 

Anonymous, 

http://editorialanonymous.blogspot.com/2008/10/ba

sic-book-construction.html,  

and Writing for Kids (While Raising Them), 

http://taralazar.wordpress.com/2009/02/22/picture-

book-construction-know-your-layout/. 

So, submit your picture book in standard 

manuscript format, but consider the picture book 

dummy as an invaluable visual aid. 

Next month: How To Make a Picture Book 

Dummy. So stay tuned! 
 

 Natasha Yim is an author, freelance writer, and playwright. 

Her picture book, Otto’s Rainy Day (Charlesbridge 

Publishing) was a Kids’ Pick of the Lists selection. She has 

published articles in Highlights for Children, Appleseeds, 

and Faces magazines, and her ten minute plays have been 

performed in venues around Northern California, Los 

Angeles, and Sydney, Australia. Her picture book 

biography, Cixi, The Dragon Empress, was released by 

Goosebottom Books (www.goosebottombooks.com) in fall 

2011. Natasha’s upcoming books, Sacajawea of the 

Shoshone (Goosebottom Books) is due out in fall 2012, and 

Goldy Luck and the Three Pandas (Charlesbridge 

Publishing) is slated for a January 2014 release. 

 

Don't forget about the great flyers at 

the end of the newsletter!  

http://editorialanonymous.blogspot.com/2008/10/basic-book-construction.html
http://editorialanonymous.blogspot.com/2008/10/basic-book-construction.html
http://taralazar.wordpress.com/2009/02/22/picture-book-construction-know-your-layout/
http://taralazar.wordpress.com/2009/02/22/picture-book-construction-know-your-layout/
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Poetry Place is now a regular feature in the newsletter. Each 

month a poem or two will be selected to be printed in the 

newsletter. Poems will be chosen based on the space available. 

Send one poem per person. Use 12 point Times New Roman font. 

Shorter poems work best. Send poems as a Word document and 

email to Juanita J. Martin, Acquisitions Editor. 

freelance@jmartinpoetwriter.com. **Note: Poems need to be sent 

by the 10
th

 of the month to be included in the following month’s 

issue. - Juanita Martin  

 

POETRY PLACE 
 

Transformations 
—Lilith Rogers 

 

Occur daily. 

 

We are all here today, 

Gone tomorrow 

And no one can stay 

Exactly the same. 

 

Lovers sometime think 

We know each other perfectly, 

Now the match is made 

 

But  

 

Such frequent shedding of skins  

Continually undoes all that mating 

And over and over again we must rejoin 

Our freshly forming selves 

 

Back to School 
—Catharine Bramkamp 

 

Remember when the hours were long? 

And we said-it’s only 11:30 AM 

Which meant the afternoon 

That held water and sun 

Was only a sandwich  away 

Sometimes with chips 

Chips 

Could make the afternoon 

One to remember 

 

Remember when we didn’t say 

It’s 11:30 already? 

Where did the time go? 

 

We know where it went 

It went back to the sidewalk 

Shaded bicycle trail 

The endless death march 

From the bus to the front door 

 

I went with the lunch boxes 

The single packages of corn chips 

The certitude that time  

Somehow lasted forever 
 

Small 

—Crissi Langwell 

 
I am but a small grain of sand 

Lying in a deep cave 

Under a vast ocean 

Rising and falling 

By the power of the moon 

Which shines brightly through the night 

In a cloudless sky 

Covering the earth 

In a mighty galaxy 

Of an endless universe 

Residing in the very left corner 

Of your lovely heart 

Swallows skim 

The water’s surface; 

Schools of black fish 

Dart swiftly beneath 

 

Connie Madden 
 

mailto:freelance@jmartinpoetwriter.com
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John J. Lesjack's story, Birthplace of the Wind, a memoir about his navy days 

in Adak, Alaska was published in the Summer edition of Towline magazine, 

official publication for NAAFTS.  Like magic, everything he’s read before the 

Redwood Writers groups has been published.  What he appreciates most, 

however, is the acoustics in the libraries during odd month readings and 

chocolate chip cookies provided by emcee Tami Casias! -John J. Lesjack  

(Picture taken in Adak, Alaska. John is  in the middle, no hat).    
 

 

 

In Fracas & Asylum, Zara Raab’s third book, she “emerges as a poet of mature 

accomplishment, one who has come fully awake to her vocation,” writes Jean Nordhaus. 

Fracas & Asylum continues the journey begun in Swimming the Eel and The Book of 

Gretel through inner and outer landscapes of storm and reverie set on the rainy northern 

California coast. Raab’s reviews appear in The Redwood Coast Review and Poetry 

Flash. (Order Fracas & Asylum through Amazon.) –Zara Raab 

 

 

  

I was interviewed for Women's National Book Association (WNBA) by 

Catharine Bramkamp. Here's a link to part of the interview.  Enjoy! 

http://wnbasfchapter.org/same-place-different-methods-linda-loveland-reid-and-

rayme-waters/. –Linda Loveland Reid  

 

 

 

 

 

My play, Turtle Shell, is a one act play that has been chosen for production by Fringe of 

Marin to be shown at Dominican College in San Rafael the first week of November. 

Linda also has a monologue chosen to be produced in the Spring of 2014.  For more, see 

my new web site www.hbreid.cm. -Harry Reid 

 
 

 

 

 

Saddle Road Press (SRP) of Hilo, Hawaii approached me in August, asking to 

publish my first collection of poems. In Search of Self and Other Poems is 

scheduled for release in late December or early January, and I will be going to 

the AWP Conference in Seattle in February with SRP to read and sign the 

book.-Michelle Wing  
 

 

 

http://wnbasfchapter.org/same-place-different-methods-linda-loveland-reid-and-rayme-waters/
http://wnbasfchapter.org/same-place-different-methods-linda-loveland-reid-and-rayme-waters/
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Editors Kate Farrell, Linda Joy Myers, & Amber Lea Starfire announce the release of 

their new anthology, Times They Were A-Changing: Women Remember the '60s & '70s 

and invite you to join them to meet the local authors in the book on October 20th. For 

more information, visit their website: www.timestheywereachanging.com.- Kate Farrell 

 

 

 
 

I will be writing a monthly column on the Sonoma literary scene for the 

Discoveries section of the Sonoma West Publishers newspapers, which will 

appear in the Sonoma West Times, the Healdsburg Tribune, the Windsor 

Times and the Cloverdale Reveille. The column is called Off the Page. You 

can also find me online at www.sonomawest.com under the Living section. 

My intro column appeared on Sept. 19, and my first official column ran 

Sept. 26. –Michelle Wing  

 
 

 

Fran Claggett, memoir writing  and poetry teacher at OLLI and chair of the 

OLLI Curriculum Committee, will read and discuss poetry and prose from her latest 

book, Crow's Crossing, at the Sitting Room on Sunday, October 13, 2013 at 2:30 

p.m.  Fran is a teacher, writer, and consultant who has published a number of books 

and articles relating to the teaching of writing. Her groundbreaking book, Drawing 

Your Own Conclusions, led to workshops on brain research and the application of 

metaphorical graphics to teaching writing. She also was the chief facilitator for the 

California Writing and Reading Assessment Program in the 80s and 90s, when 

teachers rather than machines were in charge. 

Fran has indicated that she will welcome participants in the Sitting Room afternoon, so bring a poem or 

two and be ready to chime in. The Sitting Room is located at 2025 Curtis Drive in Cotati, just off Petaluma 

Hill Rd., south of E. Cotati Ave. close to SSU. Map and parking advice are on their website: sittingroom.org. 
 

 

 

You are invited to submit your true, entertaining, funny, fun and silly cat 

stories for Not Your Mother’s Book . . . On Cats, edited by Dahlynn McKowen, 

Ken McKowen and Margie Yee Webb. New due date is December 1, 2013. For 

submission guidelines and to submit stories, see https://publishingsyndicate.com/. 

For a flavor of this daring, different and hilarious NYMB anthology series, 

review the book samplers, including NYMB . . . On Dogs, please visit their website 

at http://www.publishingsyndicate.com/BookSampler/dogs_int+cover.pdf. –

Margie Yee Webb 

http://www.timestheywereachanging.com.-/
https://publishingsyndicate.com/
http://www.publishingsyndicate.com/BookSampler/dogs_int+cover.pdf
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Join us to chat about your writing life, to listen to others, and to share resources and ideas. We meet in 

the Empire Room at the Flamingo Hotel every month at 1:00 p.m. before the general meeting. The goal of 

these free meetings is to further our craft. Topics include:  
 

 Process-more time, organization, methods, rejection 

 Publishing-traditional, e-publishing, self-publishing 

 Research-web, magazines, books, personal contacts  

 Genre-memoir, non-fiction, mystery, romance, science fiction and whatever you can suggest 

 Critique groups-this is the place to come if you are interested in forming or participating in 

new or existing groups. 
 

 

Facilitator Chair: Deborah Taylor-French writes a monthly column for The Sonoma 

County Gazette. She has published in The North Bay Business Journal, Changing Hurt 

to Hope 2011, and video scripts for Sonoma County Regional Parks. Her memoirs 

appear in five Redwood Writers' Vintage Voices. Deborah blogs for animal welfare and 

advocates for dog adoption at www.dogleadermysteries.com. Deborah Taylor-French 

may be contacted at dtfwriter@gmail.com. For time sensitive issues, Deborah prefers 

you contact her by Google Voice: (707) 536-1049. 

 

If you're in the market for critique groups, I will act as a clearinghouse for those looking to form groups. If 

you would like to find others for a group, or if you have one and want to add members, send me your e-

mail address and any information you want to include. Once I put you in contact with others with similar 

interests, you will be responsible for your own coordination of time and location. People meet in homes or 

cafes, or sometimes come up with other public spaces such as library meeting rooms. I have some 

experience with critique groups and can make recommendations as to methods that are optionally used. I 

highly recommend them! Please contact Marie Judson-Rosier at mariejudson@gmail.com. 
 

 

 

 
 

Contest/ 

Publication 

Open 

Date 

Deadline Notification/ 

Winners 

Poetry Contest 2013 (general public) Aug. 2013 Nov. 15, 2013 Jan. 12, 2014 

Play Contest 2013-14 (general public) Oct. 2013 Dec. 15, 2013 Feb. 9, 2014 

Conference/Prose (conference attendees only) Nov. 10, 2013 March 15, 2014 April 26, 2014 

Conference/Poetry (conference attendees 

only) 

Nov. 10, 2013 March 15, 2014 April 26, 2014 

 

PAY ATTENTION- DEADLINES! 

http://www.dogleadermysteries.com/
mailto:dtfwriter@gmail.com
mailto:mariejudson@gmail.com
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Redwood Writers Open Mic Readings 
 

 

Join us for camaraderie and coffee or tea. Please support the 

SoCo Coffee venue with a purchase. Open Mic is limited to five 

minutes for each person to read, no exceptions.  Please practice 

reading your piece prior to coming to the open mic.   

The Master of Ceremonies is Farrell Winter. This event is 

organized by Redwood Writer members Abby Bogomolny and 

Robin Moore.   

Please contact Abby at ever3009@gmail.com or Robin at 

rockridge6532@comcast.net. For details visit our website: 

http://redwoodwriters.org/events/openmic/.  

Date:  Sat, September 28, 2013 

Time: 2:00 to 4:00 p.m., Early 

           sign up at 1:30.  First    

           come, first served.  

Place: SoCo Coffee, 1015 4th 

St,    

           Santa Rosa.  

 
 

Monday, October 20, 2013 from 6:00 to 8:00 p.m. 
Gaia's Garden, 1899 Mendocino Ave., Santa Rosa 

 
A collection of forty-eight personal stories and poems from around the 

world that celebrate the women of the ’60s and ’70s and remind them of the 

importance of their legacy. They pushed through the boundaries, trampled the 

taboos, and felt the pain and joy of new experiences. And finally, they tell it 

like it was! Join us for readings by editors, Kate Farrell, Amber Lea Starfire and 

authors, Jasmine Belén (Poetry Second Honorable Mention), Osha Belle 

Hayden, Venus Ann Maher (Prose Third Honorable Mention) 

Drop in or reserve space by calling (707) 544-2491 or emailing 

info@jeaneslone.com. $4.00 minimum purchase.   

 

 
Tuesday, October 22, 2013 from 6:00 to 8:00 p.m. 

Redwood Café, 8240 Old Redwood Highway, Cotati 
 
Come and hear Redwood Writer members published in the anthology 

read their work.  Ahtors to be announced. Drop in or reserve space by 

calling  (707)  889-3419 or emailing monamech@gmail.com. 
 

mailto:ever3009@gmail.com
mailto:rockridge6532@comcast.net
http://redwoodwriters.org/events/openmic/
mailto:info@jeaneslone.com
mailto:monamech@gmail.com
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Writers Forum of Petaluma Presents Susan Bono 

On Illuminating the Essay: Tips for Writing Personal Narrative 
 

Date: October 17, 2013 

Time: 7:00 p.m. to 9:00 p.m. 

Place:  Petaluma Community Center, 320 No. McDowell Blvd. Petaluma 

Cost: $15 at the door 

 

You’ve got a story worth telling, but how do you make it shine on the page? After 18 years as editor and 

publisher of Tiny Lights: A Journal of Personal Narrative, Susan Bono has gathered a wealth of information 

you can put to good use when writing essays and memoir. Bring a notebook and plenty of questions for a 

night of writing and shop talk!  

Susan Bono is a northern California freelance editor, writing teacher and publisher who holds a degree 

in English and Creative Writing and a lifetime secondary teaching credential in English. In 1995, she began 

publishing Tiny Lights: A Journal of Personal Narrative, along with its online counterpart at www.tiny-

lights.com. Susan serves on the boards of the Mendocino Coast Writers Conference and Petaluma Readers 

Theatre. She is the editor of the Noyo River Review and Writing Istanbul. Her own work has appeared 

online, in anthologies, newspapers, and on the radio.  

 

Get Ready to Get Spooked Out! 

Mystery Writers and Poe in the Mausoleum 
 

                                            Date:     October 23, 2013  

                                      Time:    7:00 p.m.  

                                      Place:    Santa Rosa Memorial Park 

                                                     900 Franklin Avenue 

                                                     Santa Rosa, CA  

                                      Cost:     Free  
                                                                                           

                                                                   
  

 

 

The ghosts of writers past dare you to show up at the 100 year old mausoleum at the Santa Rosa 

Memorial Park, where several alive authors will read their suspense, mystery, and supernatural 

books by candlelight.  Each reading will begin with a theatrical production of The Raven by local 

actor, but don't be surprised if Poe himself shows up.  There will also be selected dramatic readings 

of Tell Tale Heart and Frankenstein and a few spooky folk tales. At intermission, authors will sign 

their books. So, if you're not too scared, and if you think your chilled bones can take it, don't miss 

Mystery Writers and Poe in the Mausoleum.  

The Santa Rosa Memorial Park puts event on each year. Mystery Writers and Poe in the 

Mausoleum is put on this year in partnership with Redwood Writers and other local organizations.  

http://www.tiny-lights.com/
http://www.tiny-lights.com/
http://www.mcwc.org/
http://www.petalumareaderstheatre.com/
http://www.petalumareaderstheatre.com/
http://www.noyoriverreview.org/
http://issuu.com/susanbono/docs/writing_istanbul_online
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EDITOR’S CORNER  
 

Dear Redwood Writers,  

 

Fall arrived with a beautiful rain and the 

Sonoma County Book Festival. You couldn't miss 

the rain, but if you didn't attend the festival you 

missed a fun event! The Redwood Writers 

Academy, facilitated by Amanda McTigue,  was 

in full force with six classes taught by wonderful 

Redwood Writer members. I attended Ana 

Manwaring's class on honing your craft and Fran 

Clagget's class on memoir writing, and both were 

spectacular!  

Speaking of Memoir, last month Beth Kephart 

talked about what memoir is and is not.  It is not a 

chronology of events of this happened, and then 

this happened, but more of introspection about 

those life changing events.  It's about taking some 

universal question or life changing event and 

writing about how you got there. Once you have 

answered your question, you have a memoir, 

whether it be a longer or shorter work.  

The Redwood Writers' next big event is the 

writing conference scheduled for April 26, 2014.  

Sandy Baker and Thonie Hevron, along with their 

committee, have been hard at work organizing all 

the details of the conference.  Look for plenty of 

information in future editions of the newsletter.  

In the meantime, just keep feeding your 

writing soul and nurturing your creative heart.   
 

Chief Editor: Susan Littlefield 

Acquisitions Editor: Juanita Martin  

Spotlight Editor: Osha Belle Hayden 

Copyeditor:  Rosella Rhine  

Copyeditor:          Mona Mechling 

 

 

 

 

 

 

     

The Redwood Writer 
P.O. Box 4687 

Santa Rosa, CA 95402 
 

The deadline for newsletter content is the 15
th

 of 

each month. Anything after this date will be 

saved for the next issue. Please email submissions 

to Susan Littlefield at editor@redwoodwriters.org. 

The deadline for poetry is the 10
th

 of each month. 

Please email poetry submissions to Juanita Martin 

at freelance@jmartinpoetwriter.com. 
 

Submission Guidelines 
 

Breaking News is for members to share writing-

related accomplishments only. Please write your 

news in first person in 75 words or less. All 

pieces over this limit will be edited down. Please 

include a picture.  

Article submissions should be around 500 words, 

but we are flexible. Please check your spelling and 

grammar prior to submission.  

Announcements for the newsletter must be 

writing related. Please note we no longer publish 

members’ private fee-based events. We also do 

not have the room to publish announcements for 

members’ parties. Please include your picture and 

details and a text copy about your writing class or 

event.  

Why I Write and What I’m Reading. Please keep 

word count to 60 words or less. Pieces will be 

published as space permits. Overflow is saved for 

the next newsletter. 

Redwood Writers  

General Membership Meetings 

General membership meetings are held the second 

Sunday of each month from 3:00 to 5:00 p.m. in 

the Empire Room at the Flamingo Hotel. 

Registration starts at 2:30. The address is 2777 4th 

Street, Santa Rosa, CA 95405.  

Board Meetings are held at the Flamingo Hotel in 

the Empire Room at 12:30 p.m. prior to the 

membership meeting. All members welcome.  

Redwood Writers is a branch of the California 

Writers Club.  

 

 

 

 

 

Thank you Osha, Juanita, Mona, and 

Rosella for all your hard work on The 

Redwood Writer!   

mailto:editor@redwoodwriters.org
mailto:freelance@jmartinpoetwriter.com


Redwood Writers Poetry Contest 2013

Nancy Willis, Melancholy, oil on canvas, 40 "x 50 ", 2011, www.nancywillis.com

The Light Inside

Deadline:  Midnight on Nov. 15, 2013
Eligibility:  Residents of Sonoma, Napa, 
  Marin, Solano, Lake and 
  Mendocino counties

Winners:  Announced at Jan. 12, 2014 
  Redwood Writers meeting

Prizes:  1st place, $100
  2nd place, $50 
  3rd place, $25

Submission  
Fees:  CWC Members, $6 
  Nonmembers, $10

Length: 32 lines limit per poem
Limit: 2 poems per entrant.
Previously unpublished work only. No online 
or self-published work. 
Format: 12 point font, Times New Roman, 
in Word.

On manuscript: Poem title. Do not include 
author name. Submit via the website at www.
redwoodwriters.org. Click on Contests and 
continue from there. Sorry, no snail mail sub-
missions. Payment using PayPal on the web-
site or send a check made out to Redwood 
Writers to P.O. Box 4687, Santa Rosa, CA 
95402. We must receive both your manuscript 
and your payment before the manuscript will 
be forwarded on to the judges.



Vilma Ginzberg
Vilma Olsvary Ginzberg served as Healdsburg Literary Laureate in 2008-2009. She 
hosted the Healdsburg Literary Guild’s monthly Third Sunday Salon from 2007 to 
2012. Her publications include five books of poetry: Colors of Glass (2004), Murmurs 
& Outcries (2007), Snake Pit (2010), I Don’t Know How to Do This: Poems on Aging 
(2011), and making noise (2013), along with numerous anthologies. She was also 
co-editor with Doug Stout of Present at the Creation (2006). Ginzberg has read at 
the Healdsburg Literary Guild’s Third Sunday Salon, SoCo Poetry, 100,000 Poets for 
Change, Katherine Hasting’s KRCB Word Temple, and others. She completed Vol-
ume I of her memoir, When the Iris Blooms, in 2012; Volumes II and III are in process.

Zara Raab
Evoking the rainy darkness of the Northern California coast, Zara Raab’s poems 
are collected in The Book of Gretel and Swimming the Eel; a third book, Fracas and 
Asylum, due out this fall, continues the journey through landscapes of storm, seclu-
sion and reverie. A fourth book, finalist for the Dana Award and based on the tale of 
Rumpelstiltskin, will appear next year. Raab’s poems, reviews, and essays appear in 
Evansville Review, River Styx, Crab Orchard Review, The Dark Horse, and Poet Lore. 
She is a contributing editor for Redwood Coast Review and Poetry Flash.

The Judges

Photo by Ann Carranza

Marie Millard
Marie Millard joined Redwood Writers in 2011. She has had a few short works of fiction 
published (one in a Redwood Writers anthology) and is working on getting her YA fan-
tasy novel One For All published, too. Her blog, wereyoualwaysthisfunny.wordpress.
com, looks for the humor in life. Marie is also a private music instructor, a wife, and a 
mom.

Michelle Wing
After spending 20 years in the urban environments of Seattle, Kyoto, Osaka and San 
Francisco, Michelle Wing now finds herself on an acre and a half in northern Sonoma 
County with her partner Sabrina, her service dog Ripley, plus three more dogs and an 
embarrassing number of cats. She has been published in Sinister Wisdom, The Gay & 
Lesbian Review, and Vintage Voices, and has her first collection of poems forthcoming 
with Saddle Road Press of Hilo, Hawaii, tentatively dated for release December 2013. 
Her poems and creative nonfiction have won numerous awards, and her poetry was 
also shown at the Sacramento Museum as part of the Creating Freedom: Art  & Poetry 
of Domestic Violence Survivors exhibit in 2012.

Contest Chair



  
 
 
 

Redwood Writers Presents     :  Vicki DeArmon 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
  
  
  

TTHHEE  GGOOOODD,,  
TTHHEE  BBAADD,,  

  
  

AANNDD  

TTHHEE  UUGGLLYY   
 

Come hear Vicki DeArmon, Director of 
Marketing and Events at Copperfield's 
Books, discuss how to schedule, prepare 
and perform at a bookstore event so that 
it is a positive experience for you and the 
audience. She will give examples of past 
events that were both successful and 
unsuccessful.                             

About Vicki DeArmon                             
                         

 
 

Vicki DeArmon is the Marketing & Events Director at Copperfield’s 
Books, booking and overseeing hundreds of events for all seven 
stores. She got her start nearly 30 years ago in the book business at 
age 26, when she founded Foghorn 
Press, an outdoor and recreation book 
publisher in San Francisco. Since then 
she has produced a huge assortment of 
events — including an author bungee 
jumping with media to celebrate the 
publication of California Thrill Sports; 
the San Francisco Book Festival, which 
drew 35,000 people; the 25th 
Anniversary of Earth Day in the 
Presidio; and the world-renowned 
World’s Ugliest Dog Contest at the 
Petaluma Fair. This year she authored 
World’s Ugliest Dogs: The Official 

FLYER DESIGN BY APRIL GREEN                                                                                                                                                                                                 World’s Ugliest Dog Contest Book. 

 
 
 
 

                                                                  
                                               

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Redwood Writers is a branch of the California Writers Club 10/13/13 Meeting www.redwoodwriters.org 

http://www.redwoodwriters.org/


4th Annual Redwood Writers Play Contest

Deadline: Midnight, Dec. 15, 2013
Awards to winners presented at Redwood Writers 
Feb. 9, 2014 general meeting.

The Nitty Gritty Details:

• maximum 10-page play
• maximum 4 actors (any number of characters)
• must take place in one scene or with continuous, 
      non-stop action
• limit 2 submissions per person
• submission fees of $8 for Redwood Writers members, 

$12 for nonmembers
• all submissions via website, at www.redwoodwriters.org/

contests

Contest Chair: Linda Loveland Reid
Questions? Contact her at lindalovelandreid@sbcglobal.net. 

Winning Plays receive full production at 
6th Street Playhouse/Redwood Writers 

4th Annual Play Festival 

Production dates
May 15-25, 2014 (Thursday-Sunday)

Festival Director: Lennie Dean

Play contest open to residents of Sonoma, Napa, 
Mendocino, Lake, Marin, Solano and Humboldt 
counties.

Judges will be announced at a later date....
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